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King-size
digits
EC -441. Pro-
tective case
opens to a big
display and

comfortably -spaced keyboard. Dual
powered*. 65-919 14.99

le Great
style
EC -451. Smart -
looking -folds to
slip into a pocket
or purse. Dual
powered*.
65-893 9.99

Folding
style
EC -433. Opens
to provide a big,
roomy keyboard
for fast and easy

operation. Markup, percentage keys.
Dual powered*. 65-916 13.99

Pocket-size
desktop calc
EC -438. Display an-
gled forward for
your viewing com-
fort. Rubber keys.
Dual powered*.
65-566 8.99

Calcs for special uses

Electronic
checkbook
balancing
EC -430. It's a
snap to keep
accurate rec-

ords of your checking/charge accounts with this cal-
culator. Just enter bank and charge account transac-
tions as they occur. Stores three separate account
balances, even when off. Case holds register, checks,
pen and up to five credit cards. Dual powered*.
65-570 15.99

Folding
soft -case
EC -211. Business -
card size when it's
closed. Opens to
a full-sized key-

board and LCD display. Markup key.
Dual powered*. 65-567 .... 10.99

Compact -size
with big digits
EC -427. Large , easy -
to -read digits. Three -
key memory. Percent
and square -root keys.
Dual powered*.
65-895t 7 99

Metric -conversion
with big digits
EC -352. Just press two keys to
change a measurement from
metric to U.S. units, or vice
versa. 20 built-in functions to
convert weight, volume, dis-
tance and temperature. Big,
easy -to -read display. Dual
powered*. 65-828t, 15.99

lir Time/log calc
EC -2026. Time calculations
made easy! Just enter hours,
minutes and seconds the way
you write them -the calcula-
tor does the rest. Alarm clock,
countdown timer, eight -digit
calculator, three -key memory.
65-829 17.99

What's New in Scientifics?

Come to Radio Shack to find the best selection in scientific
calculators. We have everything from a top -end model that
handles differential calculus and fifth -order simultaneous equa-
tions to a very affordable student scientific.
We make it easy for students and professionals alike to find
Radio Shack calculators that are matched to their needs. Our
complete line is on open display for you to try out -you'll know
the calculator you select has the features you need before you
buy it No surprises. Of course, our store personnel will be happy
to answer questions, too.

Programmable graphic
EC -4033. Graphs help you visualize complex mathe-
matical relationships. Plot trigonometry functions
and single/paired-variable statistics. Up to 400 pro-
grammable steps; or up to 76 memories in standard
or array -type format. Trig calculations with inverse,
hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions.
Handles fraction calculations and base n math. For-
mula entry/replay in non -programming mode. Sta-
tistical functions for standard deviation, regression
analysis, single and paired -variables. 10 -digit man-
tissa, 2 -digit exponent. Comprehensive manual
with step-by-step instructions. With hard -case
cover and two CR2032 batteries. 65-803, 49.99

Extra -large
digits
EC -447. Adjusta-
tift display with big
LCD digits for the
ultimate in viewing

comfort. Mark-up/down function.
Dual powered*. 65-891t .... 11.99

Solar
calculator
EC -443. No batteries
to buy! 3 -key mem-
ory, percent and
sign -change keys.
Leatherette case.
65-597 5.99

Preprogrammed
business calc
EC -5001. With built-in
formulas for amortization
tables, investments, cash
flow, interest rates, mar-
gin and more. Single- and
paired -variable statistics.

Manual includes step-by-step instructions and real -
life sample problems. 65-874t 34.99

A must for time billing!
EC -341. Built-in timer keeps track
of time spent on a task. Calculate
time -log by entering hours and
minutes the way you write them;
calculator functions do the rest!
Decimal/hexadecimal number sys-
tem. Was $29.99 in '94 Catalog.
65-827t, New Low Price! 24.99

OP Advanced scientific calculator
EC -4044. Custom design your own sophisticated
computational tool. Store up to 12 frequently used
formulas, and run any of them with just a few key-
strokes. You'll be able to include the latest and
most -wanted functions in your stored formulas -
solutions for up to fifth -order simultaneous equa-
tions, complex number calculations and more.
The advanced EC -4044 finds complex and real roots
of a 2nd-, 3rd- or 4th -order polynomial. Has one
and two -variable statistics, base n math. 10 -digit
mantissa, 2 -digit exponent. With billfold case and
CR2032 battery. 65-808 44.99

IQ Programmable graphic with icons
EC -4037. Advanced scientific calculator gives you
4000 -step programming and enhanced graphing.
Plus, with icon -menu selection you enjoy the same
ease -of -use that today's popular PC computer pro-
grams provide. Features differential and integral cal-
culus, simultaneous linear equations with two or
three unknowns, quadratic equations, matrix calcu-
lations, formula entry/replay, engineering symbols.
Single and paired variables, standard deviations, re-
gression analysis. 475 functions, up to 528 memo-
ries. 10 -digit mantissa, 2 -digit exponent. Includes
four "AAA" batteries and an extended -life backup
battery. 65-805 89.99
Data transfer cable. Links two EC -4037 calculators together
for data sharing. (CMC) 65-137 19.99

'Dual powered -calculator operates on solar power, automatically switches to battery in dim light / 1 -Comes with billfold case.


